
Has the President Cracked Up?

Will ‘October Surprise’
The President’s Obsession! Trigger World War III?

by Jeffrey Steinbergby Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

On Jan. 11, 2006, keynoting an international webcast inAugust 3, 2006
Washington, D.C., Lyndon LaRouche issued a pointed warn-
ing about the danger of a new Mideast war. He spoke of aLeading circles within the U.S. today are gravely concerned

with an apparent, serious disturbance of President George possible “fake weapons of mass destruction” hoax, orches-
trated by Vice President Dick Cheney and former IsraeliW. Bush, Jr.’s current state of mental health. His obsession

with the prospect that a reluctant Israeli government’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. LaRouche warned:
“We also have a situation in Israel, which is extremelylaunching of the current war against Lebanon might provide

the Republican Party ticket a much-desired “October Sur- tricky and dangerous, and it involves Bush, but most specifi-
cally Cheney, Vice President Cheney. As you know, Arielprise” for the coming November general election, has gone

glassy-eyed. Sharon is very seriously ill, is crippled, and will probably
never again participate in a government in Israel. Whether heSane leading figures of both Democratic and Republican

party pedigrees, are more or less equally concerned by the will live or not, is also in question, given his condition. Or
whether he’s able to function at all, if he lives, is in question.danger to civilization generally, and also the U.S. in particu-

lar, in the glassy stare they see in the President’s eyes. “The threat is, that a Benjamin Netanyahu, who is one of
the ugliest characters on the Israeli scene, of any significance,As I emphasized in a report published this past January,

the favored option for Republican Party victory in the com- is in discussion with the circles of Vice President Cheney.
And Vice President Cheney would like to have an attack oning November mid-term elections depended upon the U.S.

ability to induce Israel to plant WMD then in the possession Syria, by Netanyahu. And if the Israeli forces in this strike
attack into Syria, were to occupy some territory, they wouldof Israel (probably in Negev desert locations) at the Iraq

border, preferably in Syrian territory. So far, the current haul some evidence from the desert where the Israelis are
holding it, which they created for this purpose, to try to ‘prove’Israeli invasion of Lebanon has all the relevant hallmarks

of an operation intended to accomplish precisely that result. that Saddam Hussein had had weapons of mass destruction,
but had moved them into Syria. But this ‘evidence’ would beAll the schemes now on the table, for neutralizing the

spread of the mounting asymmetric warfare in Lebanese moved into Syria by the Israelis from the Israeli desert, where
it’s being housed in preparation for this operation.territory, are assured strategic failures at the outset. The only

way out is an enforced Israeli withdrawal from all Lebanese “That’s what’s going on.
“We could have the entire region of Southwest Asia, blowterritory, and an enforced movement to a general Middle

East peace based on drawing in all of the relevant prospective up. And a lot more soldiers being killed suddenly, because
of this complication—[more] U.S. soldiers—than there havepartners from the region, in a commitment to implementation

of an equitable general two-state solution for the respective been so far.
“This is a grim situation, in which virtual treason by thesovereign states of Israel and Palestine. No other solution

exists; even that solution is not available, unless the U.S. Vice President of the United States, who is a known liar,
threatens civilization, and our civilization here in particular.”government commits itself unequivocably to that policy.

It is not necessary to demand agreement to all details of
a settlement in advance. Nonetheless, an agreement to begin Our Decision To Publish

Now, in recent weeks, EIR specialists have received aimmediate implementation of an enforced peaceful solution
is required, and to do this in no way which impairs the series of new reports from qualified U.S. and Israeli sources,

suggesting that a desperate Bush-Cheney White House ishuman rights of any of the persons of the respective parties.
The President of the U.S. must accept this option. We are pushing a number of “October Surprise” schemes, all aimed

at salvaging the November 2006 midterm U.S. House andlurching at the edge of not only the worst global monetary-
financial-economic crisis in modern history, but the enflamed Senate elections for the Republican Party—regardless of the

fact that any one of these reckless schemes could trigger apreconditions for the spread of what must tend to become
a global asymmetric, also nuclear-armed form of World War planetary plunge into war.

The information arriving on the doorsteps of EIR cameIII. We must not fail this time, as the world failed at Munich
1938. The President must give up his glassy-eyed obsession. from distinct and unconnected intelligence circles, with
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Since Vice President Cheney (right) met former Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu (left) at a Colorado conference in June, EIR warned repeatedly that a
wider Mideast war was coming. Now, numerous intelligence sources tell us that
an “October Surprise” is likely. Said one senior source: “It is totally within the
realm of probability that sometime before the November elections, this White
House, with Bush, Cheney, and Karl Rove [center], will attempt some kind of
desperate stunt like a fake WMD incident. Wasn’t the Iraq War itself the result of
just such a WMD hoax?”

proven, albeit not always perfect, track records of accuracy. fake WMD evidence on Syrian territory by Israeli forces to
be “not credible,” and to carry the risk of highly damagingThose reports, in turn, have been cross-checked with experts

from a number of countries and agencies, who have, in some political “blowback.”
cases, added their own assessments or details. Given this pat-
tern of warnings, the editors of EIR concluded that it was Strange Encounter in the Rockies

The suspicion that the “October Surprise” scheme is livenecessary to publish this report, with the appropriate caveats
stated up front. has been further tweaked by the fact that Vice President

Cheney and ex-Prime Minister Netanyahu held a now-For one thing, no Democratic Party candidate, as of the
publication of this report, can honestly say that he or she had famous weekend meeting in mid-June, at the Beaver Creek,

Colorado conference of the American Enterprise Institute.not been warned about the prospect of such a dirty scheme
emanating from the Bush-Cheney-Karl Rove White House. Netanyahu widely advertised that he delivered messages

from Cheney to the government of Prime Minister Olmert,As events careen further and further out of control in the
extended Southwest and Central Asia region, particularly in in a session of “ex-Prime Ministers” that he attended imme-

diately upon his return to Israel. Weeks later, Israeli fighterIraq and Afghanistan, and as the world moves ever closer to
a chain-reaction financial catastrophe, the level of desperation jets were carpet-bombing Lebanon, in preparation for a full-

scale Israeli Defense Force ground invasion, that has alreadyin and around 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue will reach earth-
quake proportions. As one senior U.S. intelligence officer struck into the Bekaa Valley of eastern Lebanon, near the

Syrian border.commented on the “October Surprise” prospects, “It is totally
within the realm of probability that sometime before the No- Regional sources warn that, while it may be the case that

neither Israel nor the U.S. government intends to see the Leba-vember elections, this White House, with Bush, Cheney, and
Rove, will attempt some kind of desperate stunt like a fake non war extend across the border into Syria, the longer the

Israeli military action inside Lebanon goes on, the greater theWMD incident. Wasn’t the Iraq War itself the result of just
such a WMD hoax?” likelihood that Israeli forces will extend the operations into

Syrian territory. Were Syria to be drawn into the war by suchAn Israeli source with close ties to the Kadima Party of
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert subsequently warned that the Israeli actions, it is uncertain how long Iran would remain on

the sidelines. Then, a general Mideast war would be unstop-scheme that LaRouche warned of in his Jan. 11 webcast, may
be a live feature of Israel’s ongoing bombing and invasion of pable.

A recent report by Deutsche Bank warned that any MiddleLebanon, despite the fact that saner elements within the Israeli
military institutions reportedly consider such a planting of East conflict that extended to Syria and Iran would almost
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certainly lead to the shutting off of the Strait of Hormuz, the
main route of oil tankers from the Persian Gulf. And this
would lead to $200-a-barrel oil.

Other ‘October Surprises’
One very reliable U.S. intelligence source warned in re- Stop World War III!

cent weeks that another “October Surprise” scheme is also
being pursued by the Cheney circles. This operation involves LaRouche Doctrine
Iranian arms dealer and notorious Iran-Contra fabricator Ma-
nucher Ghorbanifar. According to the source, during the Iran- for Southwest Asia
Iraq War of 1980-88, Iran briefly occupied an Iraqi island,
and confiscated Iraqi chemical weapons, which they were by Helga Zepp-LaRouche
able to reverse-engineer. Now, Ghorbanifar is reportedly at-
tempting to obtain several of those “Iraqi” chemical weapons

Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche is the chairwoman of the Civil Rightscannisters, to deliver to U.S. Special Forces units inside Iraq,
who would plant them inside the country, and “discover” the Movement Solidarity party (BüSo) in Germany. She released

this statement on July 31, and it is being circulated as aIraqi WMD at an appropriate moment, just before the U.S.
November elections. Ghorbanifar is reportedly scheming to mass petition, gathering signatures of support. The BüSo is

currently campaigning in the city elections in Berlin on Sept.get $25 million for delivering what will be labelled relatively
new “Iraqi chemical weapons.” 17, with a slate of candidates headed by mayoral contender

Daniel Buchmann, a member of the LaRouche Youth Move-Yet another scheme to bail out the Republicans in Novem-
ber has been reported from an American intelligence special- ment. For more information, see www.bueso.de.
ist with close ties in Pakistan. The source stated that the United
States has now all but given up on the Hamid Karzai govern- The world is on the verge of plunging into a third world

war, and this war threatens to be of a much more fearsomement in Afghanistan, which is facing a mounting insurgency
from the Taliban, who have now struck deals with some of character than even the previous two. This time, it would

be a global asymmetrical war, which would be carried outthe country’s leading drug lords (Afghanistan is producing an
estimated 90% of the world’s opium). According to the with weapons of mass destruction and methods of irregular

warfare. Neither the leading global institutions nor the worldsource, working through the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelli-
gence (ISI), the Bush Administration is signalling a willing- economy would be able to cope with the results of such an

escalation, and so a collapse of mankind into a new Darkness to allow the Taliban to come back into power—in return
for the elimination of Osama bin Laden and the number two Age would ensue.

It is high time that governments summon up courageal-Qaeda leader, Ayman Zawaheri.
European and Arab diplomatic sources contacted through and intervene. They must make it clear to President Bush,

that his transparent game of supporting the war against Leba-EIR’s European offices, expressed their own belief that the
Bush White House, particularly Cheney and Rove, could be non, has brought Israel onto a suicidal course. A spiral of

violence will be put into motion, which, if it continues, cancounted on to attempt a desperate “October Surprise.” One
German Middle East expert also cautioned against taking too only end in Hell.

The most intelligent thing that Israel could do now,narrow a view of the potential targets. He warned that events
in Ibero-America offered another target of opportunity for would be the immediate, unconditional withdrawal from

Lebanon. Don’t forget that Hezbollah came into being as asuch mayhem, particularly given the instability in Cuba that
could result from the death of the ailing Fidel Castro, and reaction to the Israeli invasion of 1982. Therefore, it’s not

a question of waiting around for cease-fire negotiations, butongoing plans to blow up the situation inside Venezuela,
where President Hugo Chávez is the man the Bush Adminis- rather to stop the acts of war immediately, and then to place

on the agenda the development of a comprehensive peacetration loves to hate.
Ironically, the danger of a major asymmetric warfare at- plan, which would include recognizing the existence of Israel

and Palestine as two equal states. The Palestinian state musttack inside the United States is also growing by leaps and
bounds—not because of some White House wet dreams about be politically and economically viable and not conceived as

a new “bantustan.”a “new 9/11” to rouse the American people behind George
W. Bush—but because of the rapidly accelerating hatred of The sources of the conflict between Israel and Lebanon,

and Israel and Syria, must be cleared up: that is, the territorythe United States throughout the world, particularly the Mus-
lim world, as the result of the perception that Washington is occupied by Israel (Shebaa Farms, the Golan Heights) must

be given back; and a just solution for the hundreds of thou-steering Tel Aviv’s murderous “shock and awe” assault on
sovereign Lebanon. sands of Palestinian refugees must be found. Without this
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